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Let me go mr hill chapter 2633 - 2634

Chapter 2633

　　Du Xuan was dumbfounded when he heard it, “You mean, Mr. Ji climbed the wall of your
house and was injured by a beast and sent to the hospital?”

　　”I didn’t mean it, you know, I’m so popular, There are always some black fans harassing
me. I was smashed by black fans last time I played the car. I did this to protect myself, who
knows that Mr. Ji is… so lawless.”

　　Ruan Yan complained faintly.

　　Du Xuan: “…”

　　Well, he actually thought it made some sense.

　　”Don’t say I’m unreasonable, I’ll send you one million in remittance here, as compensation
for medical expenses and mental damages, I think this money should be enough for Mr. Ji,
you remind him, don’t try to deceive me, it’s urgent I, I sent it to the Internet to consult a
lawyer.” After Ruan Yan finished speaking, she hung up the phone ruthlessly.

　　Du Xuan looked at the phone and took a deep breath.

　　Is Ruan Yan arrogant and borrowing courage from the sky?

　　Half an hour later, when Du Xuan arrived at the hospital, Ji Ziyuan was already lying on
the hospital bed, with his right foot wrapped in thick gauze like a zongzi.

　　It’s just that Ji Ziyuan was in a really bad mood. His handsome face was as cold as an
ice sculpture, overflowing with cold air.

　　”Ruan Yan, tell her to come in.” Ji Ziyuan, who has always collapsed in front of Mount Tai,
has never been so furious.
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　　In other words, no one dared to hurt him.

　　Especially when the other party is a woman.

　　He even thought that Du Xuan came so quickly, it must be because Ruan Yan didn’t dare
to come alone, so he pulled Du Xuan on too.

　　I want Du Xuan to intercede and dream for her.

　　”…”

　　Du Xuan was stunned for a few seconds, and after reacting, the corners of his mouth
twitched, “I didn’t see Ruan Yan.”

　”What, she didn’t come.” Ji Ziyuan shivered in anger, “You contact her and let her appear in
front of me within 20 minutes, otherwise, she will never want to appear in the entertainment
circle in her life.”

　　Du Xuan has a headache . , but still avoided Ji Ziyuan and called Ruan Yan, “You better
come here, pay the money to President Ji in person, admit your mistake, apologize, I’ll say
something nice to you, this is all It ‘s over.”

　　”I’m not going, I just want to protect myself, isn’t it wrong?”

　　Du Xuan said angrily, “Do you really want to be banned?”

　　”I think about it, I still have it in my hometown. If it is really blocked, I will go home and
farm.” Ruan Yan said helplessly.

　　Du Xuan: “…”

　　Is there any land?

　　Is she joking?

　　Du Xuan said that he didn’t understand the entertainment industry a bit.
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　　After returning to the ward, Ji Ziyuan said coldly: “How?”

　　”Uh… Ruan Yan transferred me one million yuan, saying it was to compensate for your
mental loss and medical expenses.” Du Xuan was trembling. Say.

　　”One million?” Ji Ziyuan laughed in complete anger, “She is quite generous, but I only
have one million feet. Find me a lawyer and I will sue her.”

　　Du Xuan kindly reminded, “Mr. Ji, Ruan Yan is a public figure. If the trouble gets bigger,
others will know about you crawling into her house…” The

　　Ji Group may not be able to accept this kind of scandal from its own president.

　　Ji Ziyuan’s handsome face was as gloomy as the night, “I don’t believe in a woman who
can’t be cured without me, you give me news, in the entertainment circle, whoever dares to
help Ruan Yan in the future will be against me, Mrs. Ji. All medical resources in the family
will not be open to the other family.”

Let me go mr. hill chapter 2634

Chapter 2634

　　Du Xuan clicked his tongue.

　　This is really cruel.

　　Who hasn’t gotten sick these days.

　　However, Ji Ziyuan had not used this trick for a long time, and it seemed that he was
being forced.

　　”Mr. Ji, Ruan Yan did something wrong, but she was injured by black powder a few days
ago. For her own safety, it is understandable to put animal traps at home.”

　　”Why do you speak for him?” Ji Ziyuan suddenly He asked coldly, “You don’t like her, do
you? Oh, by the way, I heard that you gave her 50 million in private when she terminated the
contract with the company.”
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　　It was a hot day, and Du Xuan oozes out from behind. Layers of coldness, “I was
wronged, I gave her 50 million because I felt that the company was wrong, and I felt a little
sorry, as for me speaking for her, it was because the company had made too many scandals
a while ago, and many people were afraid to Only Ruan Yan has a good image and can still
make money for the company.”

　　”The company has never been unable to operate without an artist. If it is, then there is no
need for you, the president, to sit down. Yes.” Ji Ziyuan gave a warning.

　　Du Xuan was so frightened that his heart trembled, and he no longer dared to say a good
word for Ruan Yan.

　　It’s just that this president is too suffocated to sit in the middle.

　　”Tell her, when she understands, let her kneel down and beg for mercy.” Ji Ziyuan gave
the order in a cold voice.

　　He had never suffered such a big loss.

　　What’s more, he didn’t forget Ruan Yan’s attitude when he was injured.

　　Shortly after Du Xuan left, Mrs. Ji and Tang Qin came over, and Tang Qin was still
carrying some tonic soup in his hand.

　　”What’s the matter with you? Why did your feet get hurt by the beasts? Who did it?” Mrs.
Ji looked distressed. Although her son was ruthless, he was his own.

　　”I will handle this matter myself.” Ji Ziyuan leaned on the hospital bed, without glasses,
his handsome face was slightly pale, like a sick beauty.

　Tang Qin’s heart skipped a few beats as he watched from the side.

　　It was the first time she saw Ji Ziyuan’s appearance. She knew that this man was
poisonous, but she still attracted women like poppies.

　　”Ziyuan, I made some tonic for you, which will help the wound recover.” Tang Qin put the
soup on the table diligently and gave him a bowl.
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　　Ji Ziyuan looked at her fixedly, the more he looked, the more angry he became.

　　It stands to reason that these things should be done by Ruan Yan, the initiator.

　　”Who asked you to come.” Ji Ziyuan’s cold tone was very rude.

　　Tang Qin is pretty and white.

　　”You child, why are you so cold?” Ji’s mother glared at her son, “I went shopping with
Qinqin. She heard that you had an accident and came over immediately.” After a

　　pause, Ji’s mother said again: “I see that your leg is injured, and there is no one around to
take care of you, so let Qinqin stay and take care of you.”

　　”Auntie, it is my honor to be able to take care of Ji Shao.” Tang Qin immediately said that
a man’s injury is the weakest time , she must seize this opportunity.

　　”But I don’t want you to take care of me.” Ji Ziyuan didn’t give any face at all, “Tang Qin,
can you take care of your knowledge, can you still hold me, you can’t do anything, you can’t
sing well, and you can’t act well, Am I tired of staying here?”

　　This was too mean.

　　Tang Qin’s eyes were red after being hit hard.

　　Ji Ziyuan was in a bad mood, and his mood became even worse, “Why are you crying,
Ruan Yan has been scolded more viciously by me, and I have never seen you like this.
Without being scolded, I can’t sing and act, except for some blood loss. , what else.”

　　”Ziyuan, are you speaking human words?” Ji’s mother’s eyes widened, her son was so
good-looking, how could his mouth be poisoned.

　　”There are even more non-human words, do you want to try?” Ji Ziyuan asked
sarcastically.
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